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About This Game

Set off on a dangerous journey to save your father and the kingdom.

You were living a calm life on your small farm together with your father. One sunny day your life completely changed.
Malicious bandits raided your house and burnt it to ashes. Your father is missing. A darkness is falling over the whole country

and you are setting off on a dangerous journey to places unknown. You must overcome your fear and find your father. You
won't hesitate to take the road. This is going to be the greatest adventure of your life.

Explore a huge beautiful country.

Meet dozens of people and fulfill many various quests.

Collect herbs, hunt for animals, and go fishing.

Find hundreds of scattered hidden items.

Reach up to 38 achievements.
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A really interesting otome game, where you are on your way to be a master pastry chef! At first I found it a little confusing, but
to be honest I was surprised of how good where the tests you take at the academy and the character's routes. It's very
entertaining and I like the fact that you actually need certain statistics to advance not only with the story but to gain your favorite
boy's heart! Because just "picking" the correct answer would be boring.
Highly recommend trying this one, I got it on sale and I wasn't expecting to play it for so many hours!! Loved it!. I played the
original free version a long time ago on Yoyo games and was an excellent game. This version expands the original version with
many improvements, new modes and music. On writing this review I have played through the majority of the classic mode and
briefly tried out most of the modes. There has been clearly a lot of time and love put into this game as it is highly polished and
well featured. The graphics are very nice - in particular I like the animated backgrounds that are very colourful.

The game begins with a tutorial introducing you to the basic mechanics and teaching you the basics. The tutorial gives you just
enough information to allow you to solve any puzzle given enough time but it is up to you to figure out further tricks to cut
down the time. As you play the game introduces new bomb types that very the rules and keep things fresh forcing you to take
different approaches. The only type I didn't like was the Oxidation which I felt was just plain unfair as it essentially acted as an
unfairly short timer until you essentially start again leading me to frequently guess the last couple of pistons due to lack of time
making passing those levels down to sheer dumb luck. The campaign also features "bosses" in the form of nuke bombs which
are very tense and put you on edge. So far very enjoyable!

The game also features a level editor allowing creation and sharing of custom levels with a high level of customisation allowing
selection of bomb types, layout, and other bomb parameters. It also feature an arcade style mode with the aim to get a high
score, a puzzle mode with fixed beams, an endurance mode with a giant bomb, and even a pretend coop mode. These provide an
excellent diversion from the main campaign and further replay value when you have become familiar with the game play.

Overall it is a highly enjoyable game with solid mechanics and well worth playing. I recommend to anyone who enjoys fast
paced puzzle games who don't mind being under pressure from a timer.. Pros: Great Graphics, engaging story line, superb
soundtrack, enjoyable quests (to a point - see Cons).

Cons: Spotty movement, frequent game crashes (dialogue window asking to report to developers) - no wonder it Auto Saves
after each area since after it saves it usually crashes upon loading the next area, and most the most annoying con - the repetitious
task quests, particularly - the Sewers.

It's not a matter of being difficult, but very mundane after back-tracking the same path for the Nth time looking for triggers to
open doors then having to go back to Side A, then Side B, then back to Side A, then back to Side B, then back to Side A, then
back to Side B, then back to Side A, then back to Side B, then back to Side A, then back to Side B... lack of ingenuity resulting
into a monotonous task much similar to classic ping pong. If I wanted to play ping pong, I'll fire up the classic Atari Ping Pong,
but after a while, it's the same thing over-and-over again....

Closing: Unfortunately, I decided not to waste anymore time with this game. Stopping at Sewers quest. Onto the next game.

. Pretty good game. A great kalastetics workout for your shoulder. Most of the other reviews wrap it up but Multiplayer would
be allot of fun and being able to place more NPC friends would be nice. How about being able to purchase more fighting areas
that you can place yourself around the map? I hope they keep working on this game. It is fun but could use a few more options.
Keep It Up and KEEP DEFENDING!. Tetris, bejeweled, random puzzler mix with a new but really weird mechanic where all
blocks have arrows and they send out a pulse and that pulse needs to hit 3 same colored blocks... its just too weird. For a studio
that is concerned about this being the last entry in the Soulcalibur series, they didn't try very hard to ensure its future.
It features the most boring and uninspired campaign and story modes that rely on talking pictures and some of the worst VO's
I've ever heard.
Reversal Edge needs to Reverse its way out of the game, a fighting game should not have a rock, paper, scissor mechanic in it.
Lastly, I played this series on PS2 back in 2002. After 17 years, they still have some of the same animations and fighting moves.
It seems to me they didn't bother to try and if this is how Soulcalibur goes out, its a shame.. An enjoyable piece of casual fun -
but you still have to think your way through.

Don't know that I will play for too long, but the leaderboard is keeping me focused at the moment.
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Great fun, very underrated. Love the skill games as well as the wave based. A fully fledged game. nice game by an even nicer
developer, good soundtrack, beautiful design but super tilting! if u think u can handle the frustration, go and get it! :steamsalty:
!. I can't even get passed the beginning! I enjoy silly things now and then, that's why I bought this. However I just can't get
passed the poor quality of this one. Bummer though, since the concept is so creative.

  I'm keeping it in my library for a 'rainy day', but I recommend passing on this one.. Bland, poorly drawn.

Absolutely terrible.. Short, but very entertaining visual novel. As others have already said, the music is excellent and really helps
set the mood. The endings are easy to figure out but get more complex as you near the True End. Overall a good play, and I
hope to see more from these developers in the future!
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